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Essay for myths 

1. Write at least a page describing how Australian Aboriginal myths are similarsimilarsimilarsimilar to 
Polynesian myths.  Use the following scaffolding sheet (add more points and rows to 
the table if necessary). 

Tips:Tips:Tips:Tips:    
� Answer the question directly with a topic sentence (containing your main point) 
� Write clear reasons and details to support your main points 
� Write quotes from the passage to support your main point 
� Write more than you think is required rather than less  

Main Points:Main Points:Main Points:Main Points:    

1. Sprit deities have human qualities 

2. Establish cultural customs and ways of doing things 

3. Provides a way of understanding natural events and things 

4. Explains the origin for a natural phenomenon or how something came to be 
 

Instructions Write here 

Introductory Introductory Introductory Introductory 
paragraphparagraphparagraphparagraph    

First statement First statement First statement First statement 
answering the answering the answering the answering the 

questionquestionquestionquestion    
    

List your main pointsList your main pointsList your main pointsList your main points    
    
    

Aboriginal myths are similar to Polynesian myths in 

the following way: they both include 
anthropomorphism and cultural customs. Both 

types of myths also provide a way of 

understanding natural events and explain the 
origin for a natural Phenomenon. These myths as 

with all myths are set in the timeless. Distant pass 
such as the Dreamtime. 

BODYBODYBODYBODY    
First pointFirst pointFirst pointFirst point    

Both types of myths commonly include animals 
which are anthropomorphized. The animals are 

thus able to speak, have human emotions (e.g. 
jealousy) and even plan. 

In the Samoan myth, ‘Sina and the Eel’ the eel can 
speak and even fails in love with Sina. In the 

Aboriginal Dreamtime story. ‘The Turkey and the 

Emu’, the emu became jealous of the turkey and 
the turkey was more greatly respected so “she 

determined to persuades her sister to kill some of 
her chicks” 

Details on your first Details on your first Details on your first Details on your first 
point (explpoint (explpoint (explpoint (explain)ain)ain)ain)    

Quotes and Quotes and Quotes and Quotes and 
examples to examples to examples to examples to 

illustrate your first illustrate your first illustrate your first illustrate your first 
pointpointpointpoint    

Second pointSecond pointSecond pointSecond point    
A second similarity between Australian Aboriginal 

and Polynesian myths is that both teach the 

audience about cultural customs. 

Details on your Details on your Details on your Details on your 
second point second point second point second point 

(explain)(explain)(explain)(explain)    

The audience through the myths may learn about 

rule sin society, how to hunt and how to treat other 
people as well as animals. 
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Quotes and Quotes and Quotes and Quotes and 
examples to examples to examples to examples to 

illustrate your illustrate your illustrate your illustrate your 
second pointsecond pointsecond pointsecond point    

In the Aboriginal myth, ‘Dunbi the Owl’ one learn to 

treat owls and animals with kindness. In the 
Polynesian myth, ‘The Rat and the Octopus’ we 

learn that if one treats another badly then anger 
and revenge follow. This is shown by the fact that 
rat meat is used as bait when trapping octopi in 

Polynesia. 

Third pointThird pointThird pointThird point    

Another similarity is that between Australian and 
Polynesian myths is that they help the audience 

understand Natural events as well as the origin of 

things as nature. 

Details on your third Details on your third Details on your third Details on your third 
point (explain)point (explain)point (explain)point (explain)    

Aspects of nature may include physical features of 

animals, land and the natural environment and 
natural occurrences, such as lightening.  

Quotes and Quotes and Quotes and Quotes and 
examples to examples to examples to examples to 

illustrate your third illustrate your third illustrate your third illustrate your third 
pointpointpointpoint    

In the Aboriginal myth, ‘How the Kangaroo Got Its 
Tail’ the audience is taught that spears were thrown 

and were embedded in their backsides and became 
tails. The Polynesian myth, ‘Sina and the Eel’ 

presents the responders with origin of the coconut. 
According to this myth, Sina was being followed by 
and anthropomorphized eel that was in love with 

her. The coconut derived from the burial of the 
eel’s head which grew in to the first coconut palm 

tree after he was slain by Sina. 

ConclusionConclusionConclusionConclusion    
Sum up your main Sum up your main Sum up your main Sum up your main 

pointspointspointspoints    

In conclusion, it is clear that Polynesian and 

Aboriginal Australian myths have many similarities 
in the way they explain natural events and 

phenomenon. 

 


